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It is urgent that we come together to shift the 
conversation around equity in design 



From racial and socio-economic inequality to  
labor rights, urbanization, migration and climate 

change, the challenges facing our city and 
society are many



How are we training the next generation of 
designers to approach architecture, planning, 
preservation, and other design disciplines as 

integrated spatial practices?  



Space is a complex social construction that 
involves mutual interconnected-ness with 
environments, people, and politics. Spatial 
practice is a moral and ethical project that 

extends beyond the traditional emphasis on 
form and material. 



How can we acknowledge the violence 
inherent in how the design profession has 

historically cared for communities? 



How can the act of listening - to 
communities, their histories, stories, 
struggles and aspirations - become 

structural to design and design advocacy?



STRUCTURE

+ Revisiting the urgencies of Whitney Young’s speech

+ Architectural education as a form of practice

+ Community engagement and the importance of public discourse

+ Practical suggestions and discussion



+ WHITNEY YOUNG’S SPEECH: URGENCIES 



WHITNEY M. YOUNG JR ADDRESSES THE CROWD AT THE 1968 AIA NATIONAL CONVENTION



How has architecture changed in the 
approximately 50 years since the assassination 

of Martin Luther King Jr. in 1968? Have the 
demands for equity and social justice raised in 

Whitney M. Young Jr.ʼs landmark address to the 
AIA convention that year been realized? 









From AIA's Center for Communities by Design, this short film provides an overview of Whitney 
Young, Jr.’s keynote address at the 1968 AIA Convention in Portland, Oregon

https://docs.google.com/file/d/145YQXdrOTTs4ejyrIAJEljNpdmAXOCKO/preview


“Leaping from topic to topic, story to story, he 
covered racialized income inequality, the Kerner 
Commission Report on civil disorders, negative 

racial stereotyping, government-sanctioned 
housing segregation, inadequate subsidized 

housing quality and quantity, white middle-class 
pathology in promoting materialism and 

war-mongering, young people’s leadership in 
advocating social change, and on and on.”

SHARON SUTTON, FAIA, ON WHITNEY YOUNG JR.’S KEYNOTE ADDRESS, ARCHITECT MAGAZINE, 2018



“Our current political environment perpetuates 
and reinforces a discriminatory environment and 
socio-economic disparity that is both economic 

but also psychological and seems part of a never 
ending cycle that leaves us having this same 
discussion 50 years after my father began it.”

MARCIA Y. CANTARELLA, PH.D



+ ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN EDUCATION 
AS A FORM OF PRACTICE

 



How can we revolutionize the way that 
design is taught?







“Pedagogical experiments played a crucial role in 
shaping architectural discourse and practice in 
the second half of the 20th century. In fact, the 

key hypothesis of our Radical Pedagogy 
research project is that these experiments can be 

understood as radical architectural practices in 
their own right.”

BEATRIZ COLOMINA, ESTHER CHOI, IGNACIO GONZALEZ GALAN AND ANNA-MARIA MEISTER



“Radical architectural pedagogies aimed to 
challenge the status quo by attempting to 

destabilise the very institutions they depended 
on, and in so doing they generated forms of 

institutional critique.”
BEATRIZ COLOMINA, ESTHER CHOI, IGNACIO GONZALEZ GALAN AND ANNA-MARIA MEISTER



How can we radicalize the teaching of 20th 
century architectural history and theory?

 





How can architecture and design learn 
from, and contribute to, social policy 

and the humanities?



+ COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND THE 
IMPORTANCE OF PUBLIC DISCOURSE

 



“Conversation is not about communication. 
It is a way of rebuilding community and 

decolonizing the imagination.”
-- WALTER MIGNOLO, SLOUGHT, FEB 6, 2019







How can we support spaces for 
conversation and platforms for expression?





BLACK POWER MIXTAPE SCREENING WITH KATHLEEN CLEAVER AND ARISTIDES BALTAS, SLOUGHT, JANUARY 2019



How can we design different methods 
for engaging communities, and support 

new and imaginative methods of 
interaction?



STRONG ISLAND SCREENING WITH YANCE FORD AND KEEANGA-YAMAHTTA TAYLOR, BARNES FOUNDATION, DECEMBER 2018

, JANUARY 2019



HALE COUNTY THIS MORNING THIS EVENING SCREENING WITH DANNY GLOVER, JOSLYN BARNES, 

PATRICIA WILLIAMS AND ROB MOSS, ANNENBERG CENTER, NOVEMBER 2018



How can we support and amplify those 
who advocate for their communities?



+ PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS 
AND DISCUSSION



- Be aware of systems of power



- Refuse to work on projects that 
contribute to gentrification



- Center your design practice in 
active listening and caring



- Work with partners, not clients



- Engage with civic platforms, 
community groups and progressive 

grassroots organizations



- Embrace alternative economies and 
cooperative models



- Support progressive public policy, 
participatory politics, and citizen activism



Thank you


